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Institutions matter for economic development both at national level and at the level of local economic systems. 

Starting from this tenet,  the course aims at answering  two interlocked questions.  What can we identify as  

desirable institutions ? (Can we single out them through  a normative economic theory of institutions?) 

Assuming that the first question can be answered,  are these desirable institutions sufficiently stable and self-

sustaining , so to provide a working support to economic transactions and developments? 

These question will be responded by discussing  the following topics: 

1. Why institutions matter for economic development and the functioning of local economic systems? 

2. A general economic definition of institution as recursive correspondence between rules of behavior and 

cognitive systems of beliefs (Aoki);   its explanatory force and the problem of its  normative meaning. 

3. The two problems of desirability and stability of institutions illustrated trough  the works of some great  

economists: the impossibility of normative social  choice (Arrow) and the instability of constitutional contracts 

(Buchanan). 

 4. Further solutions to the problem  of desirable institutions : the theory of justice for designing basic  social 

institutions (Rawls) , the “functioning and capability approach”  as a tool for the design of different kind of 

institutions  and development policies (Sen), some non-standard application of the capability approach (the 

democratic firm). 

5.  A reformulation of the two steps normative theory of “constitutional and post constitutional contracts” 

based on bargaining and  coalition theories (“to whoever according to her needs”, “to however according to its 

contribution”). 

6. An economic solution of the of institution stability problem: rules as social conventions. Simple game 

representing basic institution as conventions;  repeated games and the fundamental problem of possibility of 

cooperation ad self-sustaining economic institutions. Introductory elements of the evolutionary explanation of 

social conventions emergence. 

7. The possibility of cooperation under limited knowledge: trust relations and reputations effects.   The 

cognitive role of culture and ethics (social institutions) in order to make possible reputation effects. A fuzzy set 

theory of codes of ethics supporting the functioning of economic transactions based on reputation and trust. 

8. A joint solution of the two problems of desirability and stability of institutions: the social contract theory of 

conformity to norms. 

8.1  Binmore’s reformulation of Rawls’ choice under the veil of ignorance. 

8.2 The collective choice on governance institutions according to the new-Rawlsian theory : the priority of 

fairness over efficiency and its incentive compatibility (spontaneous order).  



8.3 The  ex post stability problem and the role of the “sense of justice”.   

8.4. Social preferences and conformity preferences:  a psychological game  model. 

8.5. Consequences of psychological  conformity preferences in simple games representing the interaction 

among political authority vs. citizens or the firm vs. stakeholder (equilibrium refinement) 

8.6 Behavioral &  experimental institutional economics: and experimental test of the conformity-to-social-

contract-based-norms hypothesis  

8.7 Applications to concrete  economic institutions  and governance systems: the socially responsible  

corporation; nonprofit social enterprises;  networks involving firms, strong and weak stakeholders, the 

governance of commons and local public services.  

 

 


